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NYU Tandon Prehealth Committee
• provides information, guidance, advisement, and 

opportunities for Tandon students interested in going 
to healthcare professions (post-graduation as well)

• runs the Prehealth Preparations course at Tandon
• coordinates and runs alternative spring break prehealth 

trips to different parts of the world
• provides committee letter packages for students 

applying to go to medical school
• currently creating four-year plans for the Tandon 

majors with both degree requirements and premed 
requirements



NYU CAS Prehealth Program
• Different from Tandon Prehealth
• Advise on coursework and provide committee letters 

mainly for CAS students, but also for other students 
that complete all of their premed requirements 
through CAS

• Advertise opportunities and resources for all NYU 
premed students
– “The Medical Record” → join the listserv
– Calendar of events
– Job, volunteer, and other opportunities



Prehealth Services 
• Allopathic Medical School (MD or MD/PhD)
• Osteopathic Medical School (DO)
• Optometry School (OD)
• Nursing (RN)
• Pharmacy (PharmD)
• Physical Therapy (DPT)
• Physicians Assistant (PA)
• Dental School (DDS/DMD)
• Veterinary School (DVM)
• Public Health (MPH)



Quick NYU Prehealth General Info FAQ
• What majors can be premed?

Premed is a track, not a major. As such any major can be premed. At Tandon, all of the premed required courses are 
built into the BMS program. That said, we have a number of CBE and STS students that are premed. Also some IDM, ME, 
CS, & BTM. Students are required to complete both their degree requirements and the premed requirements

• What is the difference between Tandon Prehealth and NYU/CAS Prehealth?
There are 3 Prehealth (premed) organizations at NYU - CAS, Tandon, & Abu Dhabi. Each group advises and provides 
committee letters for students that complete all of their premed requirements at that school. Tandon will provide 
letters for all Tandon students.

• What if I’m not sure if I want to go to medical school?
You can certainly start your path by completing the premed requirements but then decide at a later date if you actually 
want to apply to medical school. We will still work with you and advise you throughout the process.

• Can I declare a premed specialization?
There is a Tandon Premed specialization in Albert that students can declare so that your advisers and other university 
personnel are aware that you are following the premed plan (in addition to your degree requirements). SIGN-UP SHEET!

• I am an international student. Can I still be premed?
Yes, international students can certainly follow a premed track. The acceptance rate for international students is lower; 
that’s something to keep in mind when planning for the future. We have had past international students apply!



Premed Course Requirements



Two General chem 
w/ lab

∙ CM-UY 1014 (1004 accepted but 1014 is 
better), CM-UY 1024

Two Organic chem 
w/ lab

∙ CM-UY 2213/CM-UY 2211 and CM-UY 
2223/CM-UY 2221

Two Biology w/ lab ∙ BMS-UY 1004 (Intro to Cell Biology) 
and BMS-UY 2004 (Physiology)

Two Physics w/ lab ∙ PH-UY 1013 (Mechanics)
∙ PH-UY 2023/PH-UY 2021 (Electricity, 

Magnetism, and Fluids & Physics 1 
lab)
∙ PH-UY 2033/PH-UY 2131 (Waves, 

Optics, and Thermodynamics & 
Physics 2 lab)

Two Calculus ∙ MA-UY 1024, MA-UY 1124

Two English ∙ EXPOS-UA 1/4, EXPOS-UA 2/9



Maximizing MCAT and applicationStatistics ∙ BMS-UY 3513 Biostatistics or other 
statistics** 1 semester often required

Additional 
biology

∙ BMS-UY 3114 (Genetics)**
∙ BMS-UY 3514 (Organismal Physiology)
∙ BMS-UY 3214 (Microbiology)
∙ BMS-UY 3614 and BMS-UY 3714 (Advanced 

Molecular Biology & Advanced Cell 
Biology)
∙ Many specialized courses offered in WSQ

Biochemistry ∙ CM-UY 3314 and CM-UY 3324 
(Biochemistry 1 and 2)**

Neuroscience ∙ BE-GY/BI-GY graduate course at Tandon
∙ NEURL-UA 100, Introduction to Neural 

Science
Psychology ∙ PSYCH-UA 1, Introduction to Psychology or 

other intro psych course
Social science 
(now on MCAT)

∙ Medical ethics, patient or health 
psychology, history of medicine, other 
social science electives in STS



Quick Prehealth Course FAQ
• I’ve come in with AP credit. Do I still have to complete two semesters or certain courses?

Major dependent. While you do not have to retake courses that your received AP credit for, the initial application factor 
for medical schools is to look at your GPA and MCAT score. No amount of extracurriculars, shadowing, or research can 
substitute for a low GPA. As such, we recommend that you retake lower level coursework in order to both ensure that 
you are are knowledgeable in the content (to perform better in upper level coursework) and to ensure that you will 
receive an A in the course (to boost your GPA). Some schools still want two semesters of college level calculus 
completed and if you get AP credit for Calc I, it would be expected for you to complete Calc II and Calc III (Calc III 
required for only some majors).

• Do I have to take all of my premed requirements at Tandon?
Premed courses can be completed at any US degree granting institution. While it’s recommended that Tandon students 
complete these requirements at Tandon, courses can be completed at CAS or at other universities (in NY and across the 
country). When submitting transcripts to medical schools, you will have to submit all in which you completed relevant 
coursework. You will also have to submit your cumulative GPA along with your science (BCPM) GPA.

• Can I study abroad?
It is advisable to complete all of your premed requirements from a US institution. NYU abroad courses are okay as they 
are NYU courses; external universities only recommended for electives. Summer and j-term experiences completing 
electives are also options for premeds but summers may be better suited for clinical volunteering and shadowing or 
research depending upon when you decide you want to apply to medical school.



Extracurriculars
1. Clinical volunteering/shadowing

– Devote at least 300 hours before applying
– Location in the US is required for minimum
– Get a thorough understanding of medicine by 

talking to physicians and staff
– Keep a diary for future reference (apps)

2. Civic engagement/community work**
3. Research experiences
4. Leadership in clubs and activities 



Enhancing your Experience
• Summer research 

– Garner strong letter from a faculty member
– Grain credibility for Ph.D./M.D.
– Learn to speak eloquently about research

• Study abroad
– Coursework: London, Abu Dhabi, Sydney
– Internship: Health focused - Accra, Buenos Aires, Sydney
– J-term, spring break, summer options for electives
– GE3/Exchange
– Alternative spring break through Tandon Prehealth



Health Profession 
School Exam 

Requirements

● MCAT - medical
● OAT - optometry
● DAT - dental
● PCAT - pharmacy
● GRE (some schools will take 

MCAT instead) - veterinary, 
physicians assistant, public 
health

● GRE only - physical therapy 



MCAT



MCAT 2020 Exam Dates



MCAT Registration Falls into Zones

https://students-residents.aamc.org/applying-medical-school/article/mcat-testing-calendar-score-release-dates
/

https://students-residents.aamc.org/applying-medical-school/article/mcat-testing-calendar-score-release-dates/
https://students-residents.aamc.org/applying-medical-school/article/mcat-testing-calendar-score-release-dates/
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MCAT Scoring Explained
• You will receive a score, percentile rank, confidence band, and score profile
• The highest score you can get is a 528; MCAT scale is centered so that a 

500 represents the mean score
• MCAT Raw Score

– This exam is scaled, meaning your raw score (based on the number of questions you 
got right) is converted into a scaled score that takes into account the difficulty levels

• MCAT Score Range
– Each section is scored on a scale of 118–132 (highest). Your MCAT total score (sum of 

section scores) ranges from 472–528. Because different versions of the test have 
varying levels of difficulty, the scale will be slightly different from one MCAT 
administration to the next

– Lots of schools have a 125 cutoff per section, regardless of final score
– No lost points for wrong answers or unanswered questions so answer all of them!



Medical School Application



Timeline = Long Term Planning 
Two years before starting health professional school

Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

Take 
MCAT 
(option 

1)

Start 
NYU CL 

App

Submit 
CL App

Tandon 
Committee 
Interview

Take 
MCAT 
(option 

2)

Submit 
AMCAS 
June 1

Decisions 
Announced

Secondary 
Applications

Possible Interviews

MCAT 
scores 
ready

One year before starting health professional school

Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

Classes 
start

MCAT 
scores 
ready



Med School Acceptance STATS



Med School Acceptance STATS



How To Prepare
• Personal preparation and assessment

– Create a personal timeline → WORK BACKWARDS!
– Familiarize yourself with all of requirements and how they fit into your 

academic plan and personal timeline
– Get used to articulating who you are
– Start drafting personal statements

• Apply for competitive programs
– Improve resume
– Learn how to meet deadlines!

• Attend seminars, enroll in PHP-UY 4000, go to workshops, personal 
research about the process



PHP-UY 4000: Prehealth Prep
• required completion by all students in the year in which 

they’re applying, including students taking a gap year
• optional for all others prior
• personal application prep
• the art of working backwards
• individual advisement opportunity
• meets biweekly & offered every fall/spring term
• open to non Tandon students as well
• email tandonprehealth@nyu.edu for a permission number

mailto:tandonprehealth@nyu.edu


Committee Letter
• Committee letters (or composite letters) are letters of 

evaluations written by the Tandon Prehealth Committee 
about your preparedness for medical school

• Should I get a committee letter?
– If your school offers one, you should
– If they do and you don’t get one, you will have to explain why 

you don’t have one
– Some exceptions

• Some schools don’t offer letters to alumni, non-science majors, have 
GPA/MCAT cutoffs

• Get one if you can; just submit rec letters if you can’t



What does a committee letter include?
• Information about you compiled from committee letter application, 

interview, and recommendation letters
• Your academic preparedness

– GPA/BCPM GPA, low grades, repeated courses, withdrawals, and any 
other blemishes on your transcript → but we will make it sound 
good!

• Your personal preparedness
– Stories from volunteering/shadowing
– Leadership roles
– Research experience
– Community service experience



Quick Medical School Application FAQ
• What are the minimum requirements to apply to medical school? What does the application involve?

Bachelor’s degree with premed course requirements, GPA/BCPM GPA, MCAT score (retake max 3 times total), clinical 
volunteering/shadowing (300 hours minimum), committee letter/recommendation letters, general application (AMCAS, 
AACOMAS, etc.) personal statement, activity write-ups, secondary applications.

• What do I have to do at Tandon prior to applying?
You must complete PHP-UY 4000 in your junior or senior year at Tandon. You must submit your committee letter 
application materials ~2 years prior to your desired matriculation date.

• What is the committee letter process?
To apply for fall matriculation:
Letter of intent - due 11/1 of each year (2 years prior to matriculation date) (2019 for 2021)
Committee letter application - due 2/1 the following year (2020 for 2021)
Committee letter interview - March through May (2020 for 2021)

• What about recommendation letters? How many and from whom?
The number of recommendation letters can vary - quantity over quality. 3 at a minimum - 2 science faculty and 1 
non-science faculty. Maximum of 13 but that is too much. Stick to 7 at a maximum. Additional letters can come from 
doctors you have shadowed (and who know you well), faculty you have done research with (especially if you have 
published with them), clinical volunteering supervisors (sometimes too generic), job supervisors, club advisors (only if 
super stellar)



Checklist 

• Courses
• MCAT
• Volunteer Hours
• Shadowing
• Recommendation Letters
• Committee Letter
• Activities/ Short Essays
• “Damage Control”



Back Up Plan 

● This is not the same 
as a Plan B

● Put your best 
application forward 

● Fill in any gaps in 
your application

● Don’t want to have to 
reapply (and reapply 
again)



Gap Year(s)
• enhances application
• highly recommended
average age of entering medical school student is 25!
• follow the same timeline but start fall semester of 

senior year or fall of the following year (if 2 gap 
years)

Clinical or 
job 

experience 
Research

Post 
Bacc

MS 
degree



Prehealth Resources
• Tandon School of Engineering: 

– Tandon Prehealth Committee (see website)
– Tandon Prehealth listserv (sign up online)
– Wasserman Center for Career Development
– PTC (Polytechnic Tutoring Center)
– Undergraduate Summer Research Program

• Robert & Ellen Salant Prehealth Program (at CAS):
– Listserv - “The Medical Record”
– Calendar of events
– List of volunteering opportunities in NYC

• Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC):
– MSAR book (free with MCAT; discount from preprof advising)
– AAMCPreMed on Facebook 
– List of summer enrichment/research, postbac programs 



Prehealth Resources
• American Association of Colleges of Osteopathic Medicine (AACOM): 

– News and event information
– All information on applying to DO schools
– Choose DO (choosedo.org) → DO Explorer (similar to MSAR but for DO)

• Test Prep
– Kaplan, Princeton Review, Berkeley, Examkrackers

• American Dental Education Association (ADEA)
• Association of Schools and Colleges of Optometry (ASCO)
• American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP)
• American Academy of Physician Assistants (AAPA)
• American Nurses Association (ANA)
• American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA)
• American Physical Therapy Association (APTA)
• American Public Health Association (APHA)



Fall 2021 Matriculation



Timeline & To Do’s 
• November 1, 2019 - submit intent to apply
• November 11, 2019 - register for PHP-UY 4000
• February 1, 2020 - submit committee letter application
• February-May, 2020 - gather recommendation letters
• March-May, 2020 - interview for committee letter
• May 1, 2020 - applications open
• June 1, 2020 - applications can be submitted
• June-August, 2020 - submit application materials 

(AMCAS/AACOMAS), committee letter/rec letters, 
secondaries, MCAT scores, etc.)



Tandon Prehealth Student 
Board (TPSB)



Student Board
• New student group sponsored by and affiliated with the Tandon Prehealth 

Committee
– Application will open up on November 1st (on Tandon Prehealth webpage)
– Application will be due Sunday, December 1st at 11:59pm
– Advised by Tandon Prehealth Committee Chair: Sara-Lee Ramsawak

• Positions
– President, VP, Treasurer, Secretary

• Responsibilities
– Run at least 3 events per semester - social, academic, professional
– Create and send out a Tandon Prehealth newsletter (1 per semester)
– Collaborate with related students groups on campus
– Administer Tandon Prehealth social media
– Other opportunities, responsibilities, and duties as discussed/assigned



Questions


